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Abstract
We propose the Insertion-Deletion Trans-
former, a novel transformer-based neural ar-
chitecture and training method for sequence
generation. The model consists of two phases
that are executed iteratively, 1) an insertion
phase and 2) a deletion phase. The insertion
phase parameterizes a distribution of inser-
tions on the current output hypothesis, while
the deletion phase parameterizes a distribution
of deletions over the current output hypothe-
sis. The training method is a principled and
simple algorithm, where the deletion model
obtains its signal directly on-policy from the
insertion model output. We demonstrate the
effectiveness of our Insertion-Deletion Trans-
former on synthetic translation tasks, obtain-
ing significant BLEU score improvement over
an insertion-only model.
1 Introduction and Related Work
Neural sequence models (Sutskever et al., 2014;
Cho et al., 2014) typically generate outputs in an
autoregressive left-to-right manner. These mod-
els have been successfully applied to a range of
task, for example machine translation (Vaswani
et al., 2017). They often rely on an encoder that
processes the source sequence, and a decoder that
generates the output sequence conditioned on the
output of the encoder. The decoder will typically
generate the target sequence one token at a time,
in an autoregressive left-to-right fashion.
Recently, research in insertion-based non- or
partially- autoregressive models has spiked (Stern
et al., 2019; Welleck et al., 2019; Gu et al., 2019a;
Chan et al., 2019). These model are more flex-
ible than their autoregressive counterparts. They
can generate sequences in any order, and can ben-
efit from parallel token generation. They can
learn complex orderings (e.g., tree orderings) and
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may be more applicable to task like cloze ques-
tion answering (Chan et al., 2019) and text sim-
plification, where the order of generation is not
naturally left to right, and the source sequence
might not be fully observed. One recently pro-
posed approach is the Insertion Transformer (Stern
et al., 2019), where the target sequence is mod-
elled with insertion-edits. As opposed to tradi-
tional sequence-to-sequence models, the Insertion
Transformer can generate sequences in any arbi-
trary order, where left-to-right is a special case.
Additionally, during inference, the model is en-
dowed with parallel token generation capabilities.
The Insertion Transformer can be trained to follow
a soft balanced binary tree order, thus allowing the
model to generate n tokens inO(log2 n) iterations.
In this work we propose to generalize this
insertion-based framework, we present a frame-
work which emits both insertions and deletions.
Our Insertion-Deletion Transformer consists of an
insertion phase and a deletion phase that are ex-
ecuted iteratively. The insertion phase follows
the typical insertion-based framework (Stern et al.,
2019). However, in the deletion phase, we teach
the model to do deletions with on-policy training.
We sample an input sequence on-policy from the
insertion model (with on-policy insertion errors),
and teach the deletion model its appropriate dele-
tions.
This insertion-deletion framework allows for
flexible sequence generation, parallel token gener-
ation and text editing. In a conventional insertion-
based model, if the model makes a mistake dur-
ing generation, this cannot be undone. Introduc-
ing the deletion phase makes it possible to undo
the mistakes made by the insertion model, since it
is trained on the on-policy errors of the insertion
phase. The deletion model extension also enables
the framework to efficiently handle tasks like text
simplification and style transfer by starting the de-
coding process from the original source sequence.
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A concurrent work was recently proposed,
called the Levenshtein Transformer (LevT) (Gu
et al., 2019b). The LevT framework also generates
sequences with insertion and deletion operations.
Our approach has some important distinctions and
can be seen as a simplified version, for both the ar-
chitecture and the training algorithm. The training
algorithm used in the LevT framework uses an ex-
pert policy. This expert policy requires dynamic
programming to minimize Levenshtein distance
between the current input and the target. This ap-
proach was also explored by Dong et al. (2019);
Sabour et al. (2019). Their learning algorithm ar-
guably adds more complexity than needed over the
simple on-policy method we propose. The LevT
framework consists of three stages, first the num-
ber of tokens to be inserted is predicted, then the
actual tokens are predicted, and finally the deletion
actions are emitted. The extra classifier to predict
the number of tokens needed to be inserted adds
an additional Transformer pass to each generation
step. In practice, it is also unclear whether the
LevT exhibits speedups over an insertion-based
model following a balanced binary tree order. In
contrast, our Insertion-Deletion framework only
has one insertion phase and one deletion phase,
without the need to predict the number of tokens
needed to be inserted. This greatly simplifies the
model architecture, training procedure and infer-
ence runtime.
An alternative approach for text editing is pro-
posed by Xia et al. (2017), which they dub De-
liberation Networks. This work also acknowl-
edges the potential benefits from post-editing out-
put sequences and proposes a two-phase decoding
framework to facilitate this.
In this paper, we present the insertion-deletion
framework as a proof of concept by applying it to
two synthetic character-based translation tasks and
showing it can significantly increase the BLEU
score over the insertion-only framework.
2 Method
In this section, we describe our Insertion-Deletion
model. We extend the Insertion Transformer
(Stern et al., 2019), an insertion-only framework
to handle both insertions and deletions.
First, we describe the insertion phase. Given
an incomplete (or empty) target sequence ~yt and
a permutation of indices representing the genera-
tion order ~z, the Insertion Transformer generates
a sequence of insertion operations that produces a
complete output sequence ~y of length n. It does
this by iteratively extending the current sequence
~yt. In parallel inference, the model predicts a to-
ken to be inserted at each location [1, t]. We denote
tokens by c ∈ C, where C represents the vocabu-
lary and locations by l ∈ {1, . . . , |~yt|}. If the in-
sertion model predicts the special symbol denoting
an end-of-sequence, the insertions at that location
stop. The insertion model will induce a distribu-
tion of insertion edits of content c at location l via
p(c, l|yˆt).
The insertion phase is followed by the deletion
phase. The deletion model defines a probability
distribution over the entire current hypothesis ~yt,
where for each token we capture whether we want
to delete it. We define d ∈ [0, 1], where d = 0
denotes the probability of not deleting and d = 1
of deleting a token. The model induces a dele-
tion distribution p(d, l|~yt) representing whether to
delete at each location l ∈ [0, |~yt|].
One full training iteration consisting of an in-
sertion phase followed by a deletion phase can be
represented by the following steps:
1. Sample a generation step i ∼
Uniform([1, n])
2. Sample a partial permutation z1:i−1 ∼
p(z1:i−1) for the first i− 1 insertions
3. Pass this sequence through the insertion
model to get the probability distribution over
p(czi | xz,i−11:i−1) (denote xˆt short for xz,i−11:i−1).
4. Insert the predicted tokens into the current se-
quence xˆt to get sequence x
z,i−1+ni
1:i−1+ni (where
ni denotes the number of insertions, shorten
xz,i−1+n
i
1:i−1+ni by xˆ
∗
t ) and pass it through the dele-
tion model.
5. The output of the deletion model repre-
sents the probability distribution p(dl |
l, xˆ∗t ) ∀ l ∈ {1, . . . , t}
2.1 Learning
We parametrize both the insertion and deletion
probability distributions with two stacked trans-
former decoders, where θi denotes the parame-
ters of the insertion model and θd of the dele-
tion model. The models are trained at the same
time, where the deletion model’s signal is depen-
dent on the state of the current insertion model.
For sampling from the insertion model we take
the argument that maximizes the probability of
the current sequence via parallel decoding: cˆl =
argmaxc p(c, | l, xˆt). We do not backpropagate
through the sampling process, i.e., the gradient
during training can not flow from the output of the
deletion model through the insertion model. Both
models are trained to maximize the log-probability
of their respective distributions. A graphical de-
piction of the model is shown in Figure 1.
Since the signal for the deletion model is depen-
dent on the insertion model’s state, it is possible
that the deletion model does not receive a learning
signal during training. This happens when either
the insertion model is too good and never inserts
a wrong token, or when the insertion model does
not insert anything at all. To mitigate this problem
we propose an adversarial sampling method. To
ensure that the deletion model always has a signal,
with some probability padv we mask the ground-
truth tokens in the target for the insertion model
during training. This has the effect that when se-
lecting the token to insert in the input sequence,
before passing it to the deletion model, the inser-
tion model selects the incorrect token it is most
confident about. Therefore, the deletion model al-
ways has a signal and trains for a situation that it
will most likely also encounter during inference.
3 Experiments
We demonstrate the capabilities of our Insertion-
Deletion model through experiments on synthetic
translation datasets. We show how the addition of
deletion improves BLEU score, and how the inser-
tion and deletion model interact as shown in Ta-
ble 1. We found that adversarial deletion training
did not improve BLEU scores on these synthetic
tasks. However, the adversarial training scheme
can still be helpful when the deletion model does
not receive a signal during training by sampling
from the insertion model alone (i.e., when the
insertion-model does not make any errors).
3.1 Learning shifted alphabetic sequences
The first task we train the insertion-deletion model
on is shifting alphabetic sequences. For generation
of data we sample a sequence length minn <=
n < maxn from a uniform distribution where
minn = 3 and maxn = 10. We then uniformly
sample the starting token and finish the alphabetic
sequence until it has length n. For a sampled
n = 5 and starting letter c, shifting each letter by
maxn to ensure the source and target have no over-
lapping sequence, here is one example sequence:
Source c d e f g
Targetm n o p q
We generate 1000 of examples for training, and
evaluate on 100 held-out examples. Table 2 re-
ports our BLEU. We train our models for 200k
steps, batch size of 32 and perform no model
selection. We see our Insertion-Deletion Trans-
former model outperforms the Insertion Trans-
former significantly on this task. One randomly
chosen example of the interaction between the in-
sertion and the deletion model during a decoding
step is shown in Table 1.
3.2 Learning Caesar’s Cipher
The shifted alphabetic sequence task should be
trivial to solve for a powerful sequence to se-
quence model implemented with Transformers.
The next translation task we teach the model is
Caesar’s cipher. This is an old encryption method,
in which each letter in the source sequence is re-
placed by a letter some fixed number of positions
down the alphabet. The sequences do not need
to be in alphabetic order, meaning the diversity
of input sequences will be much larger than with
the previous task. We again sample a minn <=
n < maxn, where minn = 3 and maxn = 25 this
time. We shift each letter in the source sequence
by maxn = 25. If the sampled n is 5, we ran-
domly sample 5 letters from the alphabet and shift
each letter in the target to the left by one character
we get the following example:
Source h k b e t
Target g j a d s
We generate 100k examples to train on, and
evaluate on 1000 held-out examples. We train our
models for 200k steps, batch size of 32 and per-
form no model selection. The table below shows
that the deletion model again increases the BLEU
score over just the insertion model, by around 2
BLEU points.
Caesar’s Cipher BLEU
Insertion Model (KERMIT) 35.55
Insertion Deletion Model 37.57
Table 3: BLEU scores for the Caesar’s cipher task.
4 Conclusion
In this work we proposed the Insertion-Deletion
transformer, that can be implemented with a sim-
ple stack of two Transformer decoders, where
Figure 1: Insertion-Deletion Transformer; reads from bottom to top. The bottom row are the source and target
sequence, as sampled according to step 1 and 2 in Section 2.1. These are passed through the models to create an
output sequence. [CLS] and [SEP] are separator tokens, described in more detail in the BERT paper (Devlin et al., 2018).
Note that allowing insertions on the input side is not necessary but trains a model that can be conditioned on the input sequence
to generate the target as well as vice versa. For details refer to (Chan et al., 2019)
Inputs to insertion model [CLS] e f g h i j k l m [SEP] p [ ] [ ] [ ] v w [SEP]
Predicted insertions o q r u u
Inputs to deletion model [CLS] e f g h i j k l m [SEP] o p q r u u v w [SEP]
Predicted deletions u
Outputs [CLS] e f g h i j k l m [SEP] o p q r u v w [SEP]
Table 1: Example decoding iteration during inference. Here [ ] denotes a space and insertions are inserted to the
left of each token in the target sequence (occurring after [SEP]).
Alphabetic Sequence Shifting BLEU
Insertion Model (KERMIT) 70.15
Insertion Deletion Model 91.49
Table 2: BLEU scores for the sequence shifting task.
the top deletion transformer layer gets its sig-
nal from the bottom insertion transformer. We
demonstrated the capabilities of the model on two
synthetic data sets and showed that the deletion
model can significantly increase the BLEU score
on simple tasks by iteratively refining the out-
put sequence via sequences of insertion-deletions.
The approach can be applied to tasks with variable
length input and output sequences, like machine
translation, without any adjustments by allowing
the model to perform as many insertion and dele-
tion phases as necessary until a maximum amount
of iterations is reached or the model predicted an
end-of-sequence token for all locations. In future
work, we want to verify the capabilities of the
model on non-synthetic data for tasks like machine
translation, paraphrasing and style transfer, where
in the latter two tasks we can efficiently utilize the
model’s capability of starting the decoding process
from the source sentence and iteratively edit the
text.
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